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About OBP

Applied Theatre Praxis Series
Call for Proposals
Applied Theatre Praxis (ATP) is an OBP series that focuses on Applied Theatre
practitioner-researchers who use their rehearsal rooms as “labs”; spaces in
which theories are generated, explored and/or experimented with before
being implemented in contentious and/or vulnerable contexts. ATP invites
writing that draws from the author/s’ praxis to generate theory for diverse
manifestations of Applied Theatre.
The series is overseen by an international board of experts and its books
subjected to rigorous peer review. ATP invites writing that is focussed on
“theory building” , writing that draws from the author’s praxis to generate
theory for diverse manifestations of Applied Theatre.
Given OBPs flexible publishing format, this series welcomes both
traditional-length and short-form monographs. Furthermore, since OBP’s
approach allows for the integration of multimedia, books in the ATP Series
could contain audio-visual documentation that explicitly showcases the
dynamism that is involved in theatrical research.

Editorial Board
Dr Natasha Oxley, University of Greenwich
Dr. Nandita Dinesh, United World College in Montezuma
Dr. Sruti Bala, University of Amsterd
Prof. Philip Taylor, New York University
For submissions and further information please visit
https://www.openbookpublishers.com/section/81/1

Open Access
Researchers, authors and funding bodies are increasingly realising that the
high price of access to academic books and journals means that only a select
few can read them. Open Access (that is, making texts free to read and reuse)
helps spread research results and other educational materials to everyone
everywhere, not just to those who can afford it or have access to well-endowed
university libraries.

Open Book Publishers
Open Book Publishers is a non-profit, Open Access publisher based in
Cambridge (UK) and run by scholars who are committed to making highquality research freely available to readers around the world. We publish Open
Access monographs and textbooks across all disciplines, offering the academic
excellence of a traditional press with the speed, convenience and accessibility
of digital publishing.
All our books are available to read for free online. To date we have over 180
books in print, more than 3 million book accesses worldwide. To find out
more, visit us at
www.openbookpublishers.com

